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Order of Implementation

1. Overall site design and structure – Implement new theme and more photos and 
with the new look, implement the overarching site structure. Even if some pages or new posts cannot 
be posted immediately, the main navigation bar should be established.

2. Who We Are – Essential to understanding the organization’s mission, the “Team” and 
“Contact” pages should be adjusted before all other changes be made. An explanation of what a 
hopeprint needs to be provided quickly, too.

3. Give to Hopeprint – Without funding, the organization does not exist, so this is a 
high-priority adjustment to the site. The donations section fuctions independently from the rest of 
the website, with its only outbound link leading to volunteering for Hopeprint, so nothing should 
prevent this from getting immediate attention.

4. Get Involved – The “Get Involved” pages should be implemented alongside the “Give to 
Hopeprint” pages for congruency. Start with restructuring the landing page to express a clearer 
message, then focus on adjusting subpages. The subpages should be addressed in this order: change 
volunteer sign-up interface, organize calendar of events, archive past events.

5. The Blog – At the very least, implementing our suggested changes to new content should 
begin immediately. It is also essential the blog be featured on the home page clearly and changes 
should be made to headlines, titles, and categories.

6. Partners – The Partners section of the “Network” is a big priority. Linkages should be made 
with partner organizations in order to optimize for search and for viewer understanding.

7. Message Board – After links, a forum for contributors to the site should be implemented. 
It’s not essential, but it provides communication between parties involved in Hopeprint or looking to 
be. Since the message board is independent of other pages, this can be a project to work on when 
the workflow is there.

8. Spotlight – A place for recognizing special people and stories can follow later in the game, 
because the blog functions in this way already to some extend. A place for recognizing volunteers, 
those taking time to help the organization, should be considered, however. The spotlight can then 
also be used to emphasize the stories of the refugees in order to attract interest in Hopeprint.

9. Newsroom – This is the least necessary action we have suggested for your consideration, 
but it is still very important to work toward building a unified, accessible aggregation of news and 
media information. 

Part I. Intro
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PART I. Intro, continued

We propose two major actions for optimization: 
 
 Revamp design

The current design, which is relatively plain with cold, neutral colors, does not convey the 
inviting, warm environment of the Hopeprint organization, which may deter and confuse 
visitors.

 Restructure site layout
 The absence of organization and hierarchy on the site’s homepage causes users to get 
frustrated and leave the site if it takes too long for them to find what they’re looking for.

Suggestions within these two topics are based on the needs expressed by the organization*, 
as well as our assessment of the effectiveness of the site in its current state.**

Major goals of website, as articulated by client

•Create a confident understanding of what Hopeprint is
•Express Hopeprint’s vision for Syracuse’s North Side
•Provide resources for volunteers and donors to get involved

* See appendix A
** See appendix B (not included here, but bundle of screenshots of site available 
upon request)
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“Our main audience are potential partners, either financial or volunteers. We 
would like those same people to visit the site, as well as it to be a resource 
for those interested in the refugee community of Syracuse in general.”



Current site analysis

The goals Hopeprint has in mind match the audience’s current interaction with the site. According to 
Google Analytics data between Nov. 2 and Dec. 2, the four most visited pages, other than 
the home page are: “The Hope Gala,” “Who We Are,” “What We Do,” and “The Hopeprint Team.”

The frequent hits to “The Hope Gala,” the organization’s first major fundraising event, which took 
place on Nov. 19, shows that Hopeprint is gaining a lot of attention from the Syracuse community.

From Google Analytics data, 80% of the website’s total visitors were from 
New York State, 69% of those visitors were from Syracuse.

The site is struggling, however, when it comes to visitor behavior and engagement. The bounce 
rate for visitors from Syracuse is 63%. The average time spent on the 
site is 2 minutes and 30 seconds, with an average of 2.7 pages vis-
ited per visit. 

So far, site traffic has been direct. The top keywords that led to the discovery of the site all included 
the word “hopeprint.” More referrals and ways of entry to the site from search terms would benefit 
the sites’ outreach.

4
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PART II. Design
 
 Section A: CMS & Theme

Action: Keep Wordpress as CMS; Change theme

Hopeprint currently uses the Wordpress.com content management system. Since so much 
of the the site has already been structured on the platform, realistic work flow expectations line 
up with this CMS, and since an important part of the site is a blog, we recommend continuing this 
service.

The current use of Wordpress, however, does not take advantage of the CMS’s potential for custom-
ized expression. Instead of a bleak, dim and frankly boring theme, there are plenty of options for 
site design that better align with both the energy and goals of Hopeprint.

Our first choice is Chameleon, an “Elegant Theme” which can be purchased for only $39 at 
elegantthemes.com. With the Elegant Themes subscription, other themes could also be used instead. 
This also means that the site manager can have free reign to customize individual pages’ color, 
typefaces, visuals, etc.

Home Page optimization

We suggest implementing a tag after Hopeprint reading “working with refugees in Syracuse” 
in order to promote what the organization does quickly and easily on the home page. This way, 
potential visitors unfamiliar with the organization will be more likely to reach Hopeprint through 
search engines because these easily recognizable words will be associated with a highly linked-to 
Hopeprint page.
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PART II. Design | Section A: CMS & Theme
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PART II. Design
 

 Section B: Images

Action: Add more photographs to website

Why?
•Help unify and distinguish subpages stemming from the homepage
•Enhance website traffic through additional visual clues about organization

How?
Cater photographs to fit the certain sections of the website*

•“Who We Are” photos should include staff photos (already up on
site), images of facilities, as well as current refugee areas in Syracuse
•“What We Do” photos should include the team in action, photos of 
community members interacting with volunteers, college prep courses
in action, conversational ESL groups, housekeeping job training program,
 children’s programming, and the nutrition clinic.
•“Give to Hopeprint” and “Get Involved” sections should include more 
photos of people, perhaps from the monthly “A Day in the Neighborhood” event. 
•Nicole’s blog should also include photography and supplementary images -- 
at least one per post. Perhaps she could take on her own, or use images  from 
commons (Flickr/Wikipedia) or stock images (paid), depending on the topic 
she’s writing about.

Will require either hiring or soliciting a volunteer photographer -- 
We encourage Hopeprint to budget for multimedia, or look into freelancers
through nearby universities who might be interested in taking photos to 
help out. More multimedia would be very beneficial for the organization, 
not only for the website, but for other uses, such as stock photos for
pamphlets or flyers.

* Recommendations based on site structure, page 9
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Considerations & Obstacles
•Budgeting multimedia
•Potential restrictions on taking photos (i.e., refugees’ discomfort)

Suggestions
When it comes to finding the means for photography, we encourage Hopeprint to make room in 
the budget, or to do some outreach for volunteers. Whoever is hired should be communicated with 
regularly so that all photos are approved by the organization and the photographer can work with 
Hopeprint to decide the content of the photos.

If the organization must be sensitive to photographing refugees, due to their discomfort or other 
reasons, the organization won’t be able to fully showcase the beneficial nature of Hopeprint and 
its impact on the community. Other ways of visualizing those aspects of the organization should be 
considered (i.e., the home, the team, public events).

Evaluation
Since photos will be integrated into the site as a whole, there won’t be one metric for masuring their 
effectiveness. Google nalytics will have to suffice as a marker for increased website traffic.

PART II. Design   | Section B: Images
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PART III. Site Structure
 

 Section A: Site Map

Action: Restructure the site. 

Our proposed restructuring of the site has been engineered so that its functionality is:

•easy to understand to first-time and habitual visitors
•quick to navigate for visitors seeking information
•valuable for drawing in visitors through multiple entry points
•interesting to users learning about Hopeprint in the greater Syracuse area
•memorable in order to prompt returns and long-term interest in the organization

Navigation Bar, condensed down to four main tabs:
“Who We Are”| “Our Network” |“Get Involved,” | “Give to Hopeprint”

Home Page, also includes:
Blogroll | News/Spotlight

Each of these Home Page features will link to further site structure, explained through the proposal, 
and outlined on the adjacent page.

The contact page, links page, and donation widget will also be located on every page of the site, the 
first two at the bottom, and donations featured prominently at the top at all times.

9



PART III. Site Structure   | Section A: Site Map

News / 
Spotlight

Home

Who 
We Are

The Team History The HomeHopeprint

Blog Roll

Network

Partners Newsroom

Get 
Involved

Events

Volunteer

Give

Donate $
Donate
Items

Message 
Board
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PART III. Site Structure
 

Section B: Who We Are

 Action: Reorganize the “Who We Are” section of the website so that users 
can find the information they are seeking about the organization, or the refugee population in 
Syracuse more easily.

 

•This is the landing page after clicking “Who We Are”
•This page will also feature a quick explanation of Hopeprint, edited for SEO and    
brevity from content on current “Who We Are” page

Who We Are

The Team The Home

What’s a 
Hopeprint?

History of 
Refugees
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Action: Provide clear picture of who makes up the 
Hopeprint Team

Why?
• Aligns with Hopeprint’s goal of raising community awareness of organization 
• Creates personal, human representation of Hopeprint to visitors

How?
•Page should clarify member involvement and provide contact information
•Each member gets bio, including his title, involvement and contact information
•Bios should all be written by one person and edited for congruity
•Nicole’s should link to an additional page which tells her story and significance,
and connects to her blog
•Organize team members according to similar positions and hierarchy
 
Considerations & Obstacles
•Who will write the bios? 

Suggestions
If there is no internal workflow for completing written biographies, it might be wise to consider 
bringing on an intern or seeking help with publicity in order to accomplish tasks such as these.

Evaluation
If the pages are succeeding in putting site visitors in touch with Hopeprint staff, the team should 
notice an increase in the number of emails and phone calls they receive. When contacts are made, 
it would be wise to inquire into how the information was obtained to better grasp the contact page’s 
effectiveness.

           The Team
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Action: Virtually represent the HopePrint House

Why?
• Aligns with Hopeprint’s goal of raising community 
awareness of the home and how to be a part of it
• Creates welcoming feel for visitors

How?
•Page should clarify where the house is located, what its purpose is and who is involved
•Photos of the home should be prominent on the page
•A Google map can direct volunteers to the house
•A clearer, more vibrant description of the house should be included on the page
•This should links to other pages, like events (which take place there)
 
Considerations & Obstacles
•Must location be undisclosed for privacy and safety reasons?
•Who will do the writing and editing of the page? 

Suggestions
If the location cannot be explicitly given, that must be worked around. It should be stated why 
there is no address listed, and a description of the community should follow. The description should 
also include positive, appropriate details about the house and its function in the community. See 
suggestions in “The Team” (page 12) for advice on workflow.

Evaluation
It will admittedly be difficult to measure the success of this page, but general involvement in the 
house and word-of-mouth should gather a feel for awareness about the page.

           The Home

Hopeprint Site Optimization Proposal • ICC 606 • Dec. 8, 2011
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Action: Explain the organization name and logo

Why?
• The symbol is not commonly known or easily understood
• Understanding of the symbol increases understanding of the organization

How?
•Rethink the presentation and use of the Hopeprint image
•Create a concise, clear page that explains a “Hopeprint”
•Link to the page at mentions on the site (but not in excess to annoy readers)
•Avoid using the term “Hopeprint” without additional context or explanation
 
Considerations & Obstacles
•Does the Hopeprint name and logo have to be used?
•Can the logo always be accompanied by further explanation?

Suggestions
If “Hopeprint” must be used, as the client has indicated it should due to community familiarity and 
costs of having it printed on materials already, it should be used in context. It should be the goal of 
the organization to continually remind donors, volunteers, and others what a Hopeprint is.

Photos of refugees and volunteers holding up their own “Hopeprints,” or hands and fingers, would 
be a memorable way to incorporate this idea into the site.

Evaluation
Increased links to the “What’s a Hopeprint?” page should increase traffic to this page, which can be 
seen using Google Analytics.

It would also be wise to collect impressions via word-of-mouth. Ask around: “Have you heard or read 
about our logo and what it means?”

           What’s a 
      Hopeprint?
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Action: Provide general info on refugees

Why?
•May be a search term that drives traffic to the site
•Fills in a gap of info the site needs to provide

How?
•Page should serve as summary and starting point for learning about refugees
•Give short history and facts about refugees coming into America, specifically    
Syracuse -- might consider using informative video from Hopeprint Gala, or other
existing resources
•Answer basic questions such as ‘how long have refugees moved to Syracuse?’    
‘where do they come from?’ ‘how many come to Syracuse (each year?)’
•Sources for info might include: public records, Post-Standard articles, maps
•Link to other sites which provide this type of information, as well as our own    
“Network” page, which links to partners and news releases
•Include personalized stories from refugees and volunteers
 
Considerations & Obstacles
•Who compiles this information into a researched, comprehensive, easy to navigate page?
•Is the information itself accessible, well-recorded?
•Are refugees willing to share their stories?

Suggestions
This is an essential part of the site, since Hopeprint seeks to create understanding about the refugee 
community. Though the tasks suggested here are time-consuming, they are some of the most 
important the organization could undertake. In the process, we recommend keeping a clear record 
of findings for further use and integration into the site.

Evaluation
Track hits to the page and number of clicked links going off the page.

            History of      
  Refugees

Hopeprint Site Optimization Proposal • ICC 606 • Dec. 8, 2011
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PART III. Site Structure

 
Action: Connect visitors with interactive resources through “Network,” 
an online resource and tab on the Home Page navigation bar, which will foster understanding of 
Hopeprint’s partners, how to obtain information, and how to contribute to the site.

 

 
•This is the landing page structure for clicking “Our Network”
•This page will feature brief explanations of each of the three categories

Our Network

Partners

The Newsroom

Message Board
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Link to partner organizations

Why?
• Enhance number of backlinking pages for search engine optimization
• Increase awareness of Hopeprint among peers and broader audience

How?
•Called “Partners” under navigation “Network” to connect similar vocabulary  
•Include “partners” link at bottom of website on all pages for quick access
•Decide on which organizations are to be included
•Format the page with logos of related groups, as well as brief explanations of    
what they do and how they are connected to Hopeprint
•Select “open new page” when creating hyperlinks, so users still remain on 
Hopeprint’s site while viewing other pages
•Link to partners in all other mentions on the website as well
 
Considerations & Obstacles
•Will the links page be useful, or lead to clutter and irrelevance for Hopeprint?

Suggestions
Determining useful connections to partners is essential to the success of this feature
on the website. Hopeprint should be selective and concise about the list included,
and should encourage that list to backlink at all opportunites.

Evaluation
Track hits to the page and number of clicked links going off the page.

Hopeprint Site Optimization Proposal • ICC 606 • Dec. 8, 2011

Partners
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PART III. Site Structure | Section C. Network

The Newsroom

Create fluid, up-to-date access to Hopeprint news

Why?
•No existing hierarchy of time on the website (i.e., what’s relevant and new to Hopeprint?)
•No existing aggregation of news releases, materials and contacts for media

How?
Establish a page on which these resources are organized by date
•Identify categories of information and use tags to organize
•Establish updating methodology
•Reference similar organizations’ media pages*

•Include visuals, logos and photos, both on the page and for media use
•Give explicit contact information for media inquiries
•Incorporate latest news releases into “News” on Home Page

Considerations & Obstacles
•Who will compose news releases and maintain news on the site?

Suggestions
We strongly encourage Hopeprint to establish a media resource on the site, but if the organization can-
not maintain the demands with its current or potential workflow, this element of our proposal should 
be scrapped. An outdated newsroom would reflect poorly on the organization. This also points to the 
handiness of seeking a public relations volunteer or intern.

Evaluation
Monitor page views and the nature of the viewer. When contacted by media, 
inquire as to how they found the organization’s information.

* See Appendices C, D, E
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Hopeprint Site Optimization Proposal • ICC 606 • Dec. 8, 2011

Message Board

Action: Develop interactive space for Hopeprint participants to contrib-
ute to the site

Why?
•Provides forum and unified space for volunteers, prospective and current
•Increases outside engagement and active participation on the site 

How?
Incorporate a message board on the site, within the “network” navigation
 •Use a free online service (ProBoards.com, BoardHost.com, QuickTopic.com)*  
 •Maximize discussion by generating weekly topics, published on high-traffic days   
  (examples may include Questions about Hopeprint, How to Become Involved,  
  Current Volunteers, Current Refugees, Events and Fundraisers)
 •If message boards demonstrate success and contributions are possible, feature them  
  more prominently on the site by having a direct link on the home page and  
  posting the weekly topic on the home page as well
 •Check and contribute to discussions at least weekly, preferably daily
 •Delete spam and offensive/profane language
 •Link to partners in all other mentions on the website as well
 
Evaluation
 Along with tracking the number of posts by individuals under specific topics, many forum 
services incorporate page views and unique visits. These statistics, paired with Google Analytics, can 
help evaluate the success of the site.
 Take note of the trends within the forums. Are some subjects routinely discussed? Does 
one topic folder have significantly more posts than others? This can be used as a tool for the rest of 
the site, to determine needs for other pages.

* See Appendix F for example
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PART III. Site Structure 

We suggest implementation of a Get Involved item as the third item on the navigation bar, in 
place of the current “What We Do.” 

 
Why?
•Lacks existing action for site viewers to take in order to directly involve themselves in Hopeprint
•No clear, chronological calender or schedule of events and programming offered by Hopeprint
•The “Get Involved” page will encourage participation, attract more volunteers and increase par-
ticipation in programs and events. The page and its subpages will covert interested viewers to active 
participants in the organization.

 •Left image represents content to be used in page structure
 •Right image represents how that might manifest in the proposed theme
 •Links to each of the other “Get Involved” pages should be featured at
 the top of the individual pages

Section D: Get Involved

Get Involved

Volunteer Featured
Event

Calendar Past Events
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Action: Sign up volunteers through Wufoo

Why?
•Gives interested viewers actionable way of 
getting involved
•Streamlines sign-ups for current volunteers

How?
•Stop using iVolunteer, a complicated paid service
•Switch to Wufoo, an easier to use service
•Provide a link to the Wufoo form under each event or program listedon the calendar page
•If possible and appropriate, include photos with events
•On Volunteer page provide short descriptions of the expectations and commitments of volunteers
 
Considerations & Obstacles
•Is there any reason to keep iVolunteer?
• Who manages the current form system? Would that person be able
to assume responsibilities for Wufoo?
•Will Hopeprint be willing to pay the $29.95/month for Wufoo?

Suggestions
Wufoo’s Volunteer Recruitment Form and Event Registration Form are ideal recommendations 
because of their ease and options for the user. Instead of a chart-like form the user fills out,
WuFoo is formatted as a survey, with the programs listed to choose from. The fields and 
appearance can be customized. There is also a field to collect contact information, important
to have handing to maintain a foundation of volunteers or supporters to count on to attend events 
on a regular basis. We think it would be wise to pay the full price for Wufoo. There are other 
options but they limit the number of reports and entries that can be taken in.

Evaluation
The reports for registration for both volunteer programs and events indicate the number of entries 
compared to the number of views, and also has a related conversion rate. The conversion of viewer 
to participant can be measured in the reports if Hopeprint decides to use WuFoo.

           Volunteer

Hopeprint Site Optimization Proposal • ICC 606 • Dec. 8, 2011
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Action: Promote featured events like the Hope Gala

Why?
•The Gala is Hopeprint’s biggest event, drawing the most attention and greatest 
number of donations to the organization
•Highlighting the organization’s high-profile events will encourage contributions
•Logging these pages can help with creating new content and programming

How?
•Have a prominent link and image for the Gala featured with the events calender
and side bar on the Home Page
•Include images and descriptions of the events on the page
 
Considerations & Obstacles
•What other events, similar to the Gala, can be promoted in such a way?
•Can we obtain photos of these events?

             Featured   
       Event
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           Past Events
Action: Archive previous events in an organized fashion

Why?
•The continued presence of these events on the site and in serach engines
drives traffic from viewers familiar with them
•Logging these pages can help with creating future content and programming

How?
•Create a page of archived posts in the “Events” category
•Include summaries of the events on the archiving pages, and give more detail
on individual pages for each event
•Link closely with Nicole’s blog posts relating to events
 
Evaluation
Archived pages and hits they receive can help guage events’ success over the years. The 
maintenance of the archive will maintain and increase the number of backlinks to Hopeprint.org. 
If events are promoted on other sites, they should remain connected to Hopeprint. An archive also 
showcases events’ success to potential donors and volunteers.
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Action: Organize a calendar of events

Why?
•Makes getting involved easy and accessible
•Creates awareness of events and programming

How?
•Integrate events widget into sidebar Home Page, with stream of upcoming events
•Use Google Calendar to organize and make adjustments to schedule*

•Present all events on one main page and create a post for individual events, 
which will allow for further information and photo integration

Considerations & Obstacles
•How often are new events scheduled?
•How can changes to the schedule be communicated?

Suggestions
Google Calendar is free and customizable, so it is our first recommendation for organizing events. 
For the sidebar, the calendar should be set to “agenda” so it scrolls vertically. The viewer can click 
on each date / event and more information will appear. There will be a link below the calendar to 
direct the viewer to a larger display, where the calendar can be seen in typical monthly format. This 
will call for a new page to be redirected to, specifically for the calendar.

When larger display link is clicked, viewer is redirected to calendar page (can also be seen in larger 
agenda scrollable format). Strong images accompanying text will engage more so than blocks of 
text formatted to make it difficult to read. It will also give the audience a sense of what they can 
expect and may attract them to be involved.

Evaluation
An increase in volunteer participation in events will indicate the success of the calendar.

* See Appendix G for images

           Calender

Hopeprint Site Optimization Proposal • ICC 606 • Dec. 8, 2011
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PART III. Site Structure

Action: Maximize donations to Hopeprint

Why?
•One of the main functions of the website is to secure support through financial donations
•The currently donation process is buried three-clicks below the homepage and hundreds of words 
of text; obvious visual clues directing viewers to donate are few

How?
•Increase visibility and access to the donation interface
•Simplify and emphasize the online donation process (including donations of items)
•Ownership by donor base through campaigns and giving to what inspires
•Retain the supporting partner

Considerations & Obstacles
•Do projected gains from restructuring the online donation protocol outweigh 
the opportunity costs of not capturing this potential revenue stream?
•Has data been gathered on donations thus far?

Suggestions
The redesign of the donation interface (essentially the restructuring of the “giving information” 
section to include the “Give to a Campaign” and “Give to What Inspires” categories) will entail both 
front and back-end development. Once this fixed cost is incurred, the system will require minimal 
administrative maintenance. Logistically, this will require an administrator to infrequently update 
any new “Give to What Inspires” categories, and maintain the giving campaigns and donation 
database.

Evaluation
What yields the greatest donation? Higher frequency of smaller donations, or a lower frequency 
of larger donations? Deduce whether donors are more likely to give in larger quantities or smaller 
quantities. Adjust “Giving Information” categories accordingly.

Gauge effectiveness of the “Donate” widget by using Google Analytics to evaluate the frequency 
of users to click on the new widget versus the frequency of users to click on the “Hopeprint Online 
Donations” hyperlink currently embedded in the middle of the “Give to Hopeprint” page. 

Section E: Give to Hopeprint
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Increasing Visibility
•Increase visibility by including a prominent, recurring feature on every page. 
This will entail a “Give to Hopeprint” item in the main navigation, as well as a side-bar 
widget that directs donors to the donation interface.

•This will require the design of a unique graphic, distinct in color from
 the main website, and that clearly communicates how 
we want the viewer to behave: click and donate.

•Using a parallel strategy, the widget we suggest (pictured 
to the left) will include both “donate” and 
“volunteer” options to achieve overall increase in support.

•The donate widget links to a page providing prospective donors with 
the option to either donate money or items. This selection then leads 
the viewer to complete their donation through two additional steps.*

Simplifying the Process
•The current donation process exists as a series of 4 paragraphs with transaction information; We 
suggest conveying that information, important for transparency, in a brief note.

•Eliminate “first set up a secure personal account” option except for 
recurring donors. Similarly, get rid of “Determine your gift” and “Pay for your gift” descriptions.

•Online transactions are second nature in today’s commerce, so spelling out the steps is 
unnecessary. The process must be simple, straightforward, and involve little more than an online 
transaction on amazon.com. We must encourage online donations as the 
primary method to minimize opportunity costs.

* See Appendix H for visuals of each step of donation process
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Fostering a sense of ownership
•Case Study: Donorschoose.org was successful for acknowledging donor frustration in their 
inability to direct the influence of their donations. By allowing donors to choose where their 
donations influence, they tapped into the donors’ emotional buy-in.

•Emulate donorschoose.org’s model by restructuring the “Giving Information” section
1.) “Give to a Campaign” -- structured like Donorschoose. Begins by setting a goal and telling its story. 
(i.e., Why do you need a second home, who is impacted, and what is the scope of the project?) Set the 
monetary goal, a timeline, market the campaign, and maintain a simple infographic to track progress.
2.)“Give to What Inspires” -- a means for donors to equate donations to specific Hopeprint needs. It 
allows donors to visualize exact amounts instead of abstract quantities. Donors give $50 to sponsor 
6 weeks of a refugee’s housekeeping training instead of just donating $50.

Following Through
• Follow through with 
donors’ actions through 
Thank You cards, phone 
calls and invitations to 
donate again

•Maintain donor base by 
honoring their contribution 
and keeping open lines of 
communication.

•Include them in special 
events, request their 
volunteerism.

•Most importantly, follow 
up with progress reports 
to demonstrate how their 
donation has made a 
difference.

PART III. Site Structure   | Section E: Give
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PART IV. Other site elements
 

Section A: The Blog

Action: Edit and write blog with more purpose and better SEO

Why?
•A blog written by Hopeprint’s leader Nicole can achieve a business goal of reaching out to the 
community on through shared experiences at the HopePrint house and the refugee community.
•In order for Nicole to better connect with the community, however, the blog needs to become
more search engine optimized through its content and meta tags. 

How?
•Categories: Stories should be tagged within a specific archive, listed in a 
sidebar with a description of each category: Nicole’s Experiences, Refugee Stories, 
Events, Volunteer Opportunities, Homeland Happenings, and Refugees in the News.

•Meta Tags: A simple, searchable tag can connect to each post, so that people 
with interest in HopePrint or refugees in the Syracuse community can find the content 
through tags like “Syracuse refugees,” “HopePrint,” “Refugee gala,” “Refugee voices.”

•Links: It is important for Hopeprint to connect to highly linked sites to optimize Hopeprint.org 
in search engines. WordPress’s SEO codex recommends adding your site’s URL to your signature on 
forum posts on other sites and submitting your site to directories.

•Heads, Subheads: Although creative, Nicole’s heads are not search engine-friendly. 
Current titles need to be edited to be more direct. For example, her post “And the Champion is…” 
could be better searched for if the title was “Syracuse SUSA Championships.” Within the story, 
Nicole could explain what “SUSA” and other unfamiliar words and phrases mean.

•Generating/Sharing New Content: Once the blog is restructured, it will be easy 
for Nicole to edit her own content for the organization.* When it comes to promoting new content, 
comments on the site should be turned off, since this is professional page in addition to a blog. 
Instead, feedback can be solicited via social media: Facebook and Twitter pages.

* See Appendix I for sample edit of blog post
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PART IV. Other | Section A: Blog 

Considerations & Obstacles
•Can Hopeprint hire someone or take on an intern to specifically to manage the content of the blog? 
•Who can edit the current content for search engine optimization?  

Suggestions
Begin by categorizing and organizing the existing content with categories and tags. From there, 
writing blog posts with SEO in mind will be much easier. Further editing of old content should follow 
when there is time. This process includes creating links on pages, including photos, and adding 
headers, which is a lot of work.

We recommend developing a workflow within the organization so that Nicole is not solely 
responsible for creating new content on the site. It would be helpful to hire or find a volunteer to 
work as an assistant or an intern to edit blog posts, as well as perform other public relations tasks. 
The intern would need multimedia skills, familiarity with WordPress, and some media management 
knowledge. It might even be preferable if he or she knows how to write code. If these suggestions 
aren’t feasible, anyone can refer to WordPress’ own codex, which is very helpful in describing what 
SEO is and how to apply it to content.

Evaluation
The success of reformatting the blog posts to be more search engine optimized can be evaluated 
through consistent checking of Google Analytics, measuring the increase of site visits. Another way 
the blog can be evaluated is through the amount of comments left on the linked Facebook page and 
the number of tweets by people that read its content.
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PART IV. Other

Section B: Contacts

Action: Provide easy access to Hopeprint Contact information

Why?
•Encourages invovlement in the group
•Makes it easy for any interested party to reach Hopeprint

How?
•Link to contact page from staff bios in “Who We Are” section
•Have link to “Contacts” page on every page of the site, at the bottom near “Partners” page
•Provide appropriate, clear information to contact whomever viewers are looking for

Suggestions
Provide as much information as members and the organization is comfortable with (emails, phone 
numbers, address, fax numbers, etc). Make sure any links to the contact page are recognizable and 
easy to find. The contact page itself should be consistent and simple.

Evaluation
Evaluation can be done by monitoring clicks to the page, as well as any rise or fall in the number of 
emails or phone calls the organization receives. It would also be helpful to guage feedback through 
word-of-mouth, by asking individuals how they reached Hopeprint.

Hopeprint Site Optimization Proposal • ICC 606 • Dec. 8, 2011
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PART IV. Other 

Action: Create a space for highlighting special or essential items

Why?
•Raise awareness of what Hopeprint is seeking to garner interest in
•Raise general awareness of the organization and its goals

How?
•Tell the interesting, important stories of the community, its volunteers and refugees
•Promote special events and programming in a time-sensitive fashion
•Implement a schedule for updating these special promotions, so that viewers are
reached consistently and optimally
•Include a multimedia component in each spotlight post. This might entail photography,
video, audio
•Tag multimedia and upload it to 3rd party sight such as Flickr or YouTube

Considerations & Obstacles
•Will refugees be reluctant to have photos taken?
•Who will edit and create photos or videos?

Suggestions
Consult the beginning of this packet for advice on overcoming the aforementioned obstacles. 
Reference similar websites in developing spotlight pages.*

Evaluation
Trends in viewership show how popular spotlight postings are compared to others. This may 
tailor decisions further down the road about how involved these entries should become.

* See Appendices J, K for examples

Section C: Spotlight / Special Promotions



Appendix - A
Q&A with Nicole

Website
1. Who would you say is your website’s main 
audience? Who do you want visiting the site? I 
would say that at this point our main audience are potential partners, 
either financial or volunteers. We would like those same people to visit 
the site, as well as it to be a resource for those interested in the refugee 
community of Syracuse in general.

2. What do you want people to take away from 
the site once they visited it? A confident understanding of 
who Hopeprint is, our vision for the Northside of Syracuse and how they 
can be involved.

3. Do you have a particular attachment to the 
Wordpress platform? I don’t have an attachment persay, but I 
definitely want to keep the easy editing abilities as I am the one to keep 
it up typically.

4. Would you still be willing to switching to a paid 
theme? If so, what is your budget? Depending on what 
cost the paid would entail, if it made a big enough differrence, I think 
we would be open to it!

5. Would you be open to having your site more 
visual? Do you think any refugees would be 
willing to share some of their stories with us? I 
would love for it to be more visual!!! I just haven’t had the time and 
capacity (nor the forethought) to do what would need to be done to 
make that possible - i.e. taking photos.

Organization 
1. Who works for Hopeprint? What are people’s 
positions and responsibilities? No one actually is employed 
by Hopeprint. We have a board (see the current site), program directors 
and Hopeprint Home team members, but all of those people are 
volunteers. I am also in the role of Executive Director. If you need a title 
by title breakdown, let me know!

2. Would you be open to having interns at 
Hopeprint, to keep the site running, taking pictures/
videos/testimonials, responding to inquires and 
applications? Yes, we actually already had an intern last summer 
and have another one this Christmas break, so a web one could be a great 
idea. Only issue is that we don’t have paid staff, so it would be an unpaid 
internship. How many do you think it would take to do it well?

Recruitment 
1. Where have most of the volunteers come from? 
How have you recruited them? Volunteers have come from 
(1) local churches, (2) local unversities and (3) word of mouth. Our 
work has been talked about by Sean, Liz or myself in various circles, but 
most to all of our people actually have come to us.

2. Who handles volunteer applications and would 
having an online form for prospective volunteers 
be an option? I handle the applications and we can certainly have 
an online version - that would be fantastic!
 

Funding
What are your plans for expanding? Who is in 
charge of this? Where do you plan on getting the 
funding for it? The board would be responsible for that decision 
and we haven’t fully determined the how on that fundraising. It would 
likely be searching for a number of donors and some grant funding to 
match those gifts. We would like to purchase it in cash just as we did the 
house we are in now (which we bought in July 2011).

2. Where does $ from donations go? Until now, the 
rent monies paid by tenants pays for the activities of the house, food, 
utilities, etc, including for programming. Special gifts were given for the 
house purchase which we were able to buy in cash. With the new monies 
from the gala and other incoming donations, we will be able to fund 
materials for our programs, rental of space and hopefully some part 
time staff in the coming days!

3. Where do you get your funding from? We have 
officially been granted a match grant from Snow Foundation and Barney 
II Foundation for $10K. We are also pursuing other grants. Additional 
funding is coming through things like the gala and other donations from 
individuals and businesses.

4. Are you working with any local/national 
partners? We do not have any official partners as of yet, but we 
do have a number of unofficial ones. One test partnership is between 
the Lerners Foundation, the MPH program at SU and Hopeprint around 
a Nutrition Clinic. We are also in ongoing conversation with local 
resettlement agencies, Refugee Assistance Program and a number of 
other organizations.
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Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkison’s Disease
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American Red Cross
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YMCA
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NYC Nonprofit Meetup Club
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Google Calendar
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Global One Awareness Project



Appendix - K
Virginia Supportive Housing


